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Today in luxury marketing:

LVMH says no way will it do business with Amazon

Luxury goods group LVMH said there was "no way" it would do business with Amazon even though the Internet
retailer was keen to take on more high-end brands,

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Christopher Bailey readies Burberry for a see-now, buy-now future

Last month, when Christopher Bailey took his bow on the patterned, handwoven carpet at the end of the Burberry
show in a former Soho bookstore, it was clear that times were changing. There were far fewer guests at Makers
House the name Burberry gave to its temporary venue than at past shows, which took place under a vast marquee in
London's Hyde Park, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Ultra-affluent working women driving India's $9B luxury market

Fashion-forward, beauty-conscious and ultra-affluent working women in India are driving up growth of India's $9
billion worth luxury market and account for overall market share of about 15 per cent in this regard, according to a
just concluded survey-cum-analysis conducted by apex industry body ASSOCHAM, reports The Times of India.

Click here to read the entire article on The Times of India

Luxury car sales rise in Japan

Japan's economy may be stuck in neutral, but sales of luxury imported cars have surged 19% in the first nine months
of the year. Premium car makers are expecting these gains to continue, per Bloomberg.
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Click here to watch the video on Bloomberg
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